
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
retail architect. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for retail architect

Manage Industry demonstration environments
Assist sales teams delivering Ignites and Enterprise Architecture process
called Illuminate
Mentor and establish relations across technical and architecture teams
Accountable for the end-to-end solutions delivered by the programme and
product teams initiated within your allocated change programs
Define and maintain the architectural roadmap for the Continental Europe
Portfolio, ensuring continued scalability, global reuse and alignment to
evolving enterprise standards, setting out key targets and delivery elements
as necessary
Working in an agile delivery environment, define the principles, overall design
and solution roadmap in conjunction with the Technology Programme
Director, Business Leads and Product owners
Explore and evaluate new technologies, market solutions and industry
standards, as necessary to support our ambition to create a best in class
service for our clients
Work closely with the product delivery teams to define the overall solution,
ensure alignment across the Retail and Distribution portfolio and provide
senior advice and guidance on approach and direction
Define and agree non-functional requirements ensuring quality from outset
and solution suitability
Work closely with the product & feature delivery teams to ensure that the
agreed solutions are delivered, meeting both functional and non-functional
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Qualifications for retail architect

Understand of Oracle ATG commerce and session management is preferred
Experience using and developing Spring framework, Spring Boot applications
Understanding of network communications, including TCP/IP, HTTP, and RPC
protocols Familiarity with security principles using SSL protocols and data
encryption specific to micro service architecture implementation
Experience with technologies used for service registry like Etcd / Consul /
Zookeeper / Curator / Eureka and software routing etc preferred
Strong understanding of content management and A/B testing
implementation in micro service are preferred
Experience in working with Docker container / Kubernetes preferred


